
Statement of Lt. Michael Friestleben 

Lt. Michael Friestleben was interviewed under Garrity in the Internal Affairs office on 
10/30/2014. Here is a summary. 

Lt. Friestleben explained assignments and roll call on 08/15/2014. He stated, "Urn, that 
night-... One of the summer initiatives from the Chief is we had a JET, Joint 
Enforcement Team, and those were the Hennepin Sheriffs, um, MTC Officers, State 
Troopers, and Park Police. And we get eight to nine of those a night, Thursdays, Fridays, 
Saturdays. And MTC Sergeant. And that was our JET Team and they would be 470 
cars. Urn, it was just to supplement the north side, so busy in the summer--to supplement 
us. So, we had 470s and, uh, we would use our Directed Patrol with them, so we could 
have up to 10-12 more cops. At the same time, there was a second beat from the Mayor's 
office of four officers and it was a buyback beat in conjunction with JET, and those were 
supposed to be 440 cars. And then there was a 442 car, which was the Inspector's private 
beat, and that's what, urn, the two officers that night were. And I'll explain as I go here. 
So, in this roll call, we have like 10-12 people, and sometimes, we would have 25-26. 
And when the officers would sign up for all these buybacks, sometimes, they'd be 
confused as to are they JET, are they in conjunction with JET, so there was some 
confusion. So, on this evening, Officer Vang and Moua -- cause we'd make the lineup 
kind of as it goes cause we wouldn't know what Sheriffs are going to be -- what, what car 
are you guys supposed to be and they just said 470s, so we made them 470, but they had 
been given, uh-... Once this message came out, Lt. Kroll was working buyback. There 
would be a buyback spot for the JET Teams, too. So, we had the sergeant -- uh, I forget 
who our sergeant was -- myself, Lt. Kroll. Uh, Kroll was for the, the 440s, the buyback 
JET-, in conjunct-, in conjunction with JET. So, it's kind of confusing. Are you JET? 
Are you conjunction...? We had this confusion every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 
but we got through it. And so, Officer Vang and Moua were instructed by Inspector Kjos 
to be the walk beat guys on Lowry Avenue. OK. And this-, and this will play into this 
later and what upset Officer Gregory. Urn, and so, not even I knew this at the time. So, 
when this message came out, I read it and I went and met with Kroll right away. And I 
go do you wanna go see what those officers are doing or should I, and he said, no, they're 
under my command tonight. So, he was-, he was a Lieutenant, but really acting as a 
Sergeant technically. And so, he went and talked to them and he came and reported that 
Inspector Kjos had ordered them to go walk the beat on Lowry and specifically go into 
businesses. And they did do their job. I went up there and talked to some businesses and 
said over a couple nights, yes, we've talked to these officers." 

Lt. Friestleban went on to state that it looked like Squad 470 hadn't done much all night 
long, which he stated wasn't anybody's business but the sergeants. He stated, "but they 
had done a lot. They had done exactly what they were told do by the Inspector. So, we 
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didn't even know that to this point cause they told us they were 470 car. And so, um, um, 
you know, I think they could-, and they didn't have to do this. If I had been up there 
walking the beat, I would've did an onsite at every business. So, we can monitor, but 
that's not really an issue. That's the supervisors. We knew they were doing their job, 
so..." 

Lt. Friestleban also stated: 
• He spoke with an MECC supervisor, Sara, about the MDC message in question. 

Sara helped him with AVL data (squad locations) and documentation surrounding 
the MDC message. She identified RADO1 as the Radio Shop, but stated that they 
had closed at 2000 hours that particular night. 

• He recalled sending out an MDC message to P4 instructing whoever had sent the 
MDC message addressing Squad 470 to stop. 

• At that same time, he was trying to figure out where the source of this message 
was. 

• He was in the process of typing up another MDC message to P4 regarding his 
knowledge of events surrounding the MDC message in question when a 
PERGUN call came out. 

• He responded to the PERGUN, and he saw Officer William Gregory at the call. 
They conversed. Lt. Friestleben stated, "There was others present, but I'm talking 
directly to him and-, uh, you want me to continue or...? He's going what are you 
doing with that, and I said I have to go back to my squad and finish this message 
that I'm gonna send out to the Precinct trying to figure out who sent that message. 
And he just looked at me and goes I did it. Just like that, and quite frankly, I 
wouldn't've expected someone to just-, it was kind of stunning actually." Lt. 
Friestleben stated that Officer William Gregory's exact words were "I did it." 

• Lt. Friestleben told Officer Gregory to stop and asked why he sent the MDC 
message. Officer Gregory said something along the lines that he was upset that 
the officers on 470 were not doing the work and were getting paid time and a half. 
Officer Gregory did not complain about any other squad(s). 

• Lt. Friestleben didn't question Officer Gregory further because he knew that this 
issue could be bigger than it first appeared, and he didn't want to violate Officer 
Gregory's rights as far as questioning him without a Federation representative 
present. 

• Lt. Friestleben stated that Officer Gregory never brought this issue regarding 
Officer Vang and Officer Moua to his attention or to any other supervisor that Lt. 
Friestleben was aware of. Lt. Friestleben did state, "but he has a tendency to 
judge other officers that are maybe that night or for whatever period of time are 
up to the standards he thinks that they should be at." Officer Gregory has brought 
these type of concerns to Lt. Friestleben in private in the past. 

• Lt. Friestleben confirmed information from his memo to Internal Affairs that he 
had spoken to Officer Yang at the Battle of the Badges BBQ in North Commons 
the day after the MDC message. He told Officer Yang that if the incident was 
going to go to Internal Affairs, he couldn't tell Officer Vang who sent the 
message at that time. 
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• Lt. Friestleben recalled that two or three weeks after the MDC message was sent, 
he saw Officer Gregory and Officer Moua. They were working part-time at a car 
show, and they all responded to a personal injury accident. Lt. Friestleben stated 
that he did not tell Officer Moua who (had sent the MDC message) but told him 
"... just be careful what you say here because -- and I forgot my word here -- but 
was-... It was-, it was a weird position to be in because, you know, you have to 
take steps to prevent and here now these two are working the same event, and so, 
I'll be honest, I was just trying to make sure that some conflict wouldn't start 
going on there. And I don't know if he even got it. We never talked anymore 
about that issue." Lt. Friestleben said that it wasn't clear if Officer Moua 
interpreted what he said as him being informed that Officer Gregory was the one 
who sent the MDC message. 

• Lt. Friestleben had discussed options as to how the situation could be handled 
with both Officer Moua and Officer Vang. He explained that one option was to 
bring the matter to Internal Affairs. 

Officers Moua and Vang were looking for an apology or 
perhaps an apology in front of roll call since the MDC message had been sent to 
everyone in the 4th Precinct; however, they were concerned that the apology they 
received might not be sincere. They all agreed to think these options over. 

• Lt. Friestleben then spent time reading and re-reading the MDC message. As he 
continued to read and consider Officer Vang and Moua's concerns, he decided to 
send the matter to Internal Affairs. 

• Lt. Friestleben never asked Officer William Gregory if he would apologize. 
• Sometime during the weekend of the BBQ, Lt. Friestleben saw Officer Gregory in 

the parking lot of the 4th Precinct. Lt. Friestleben described this encounter, stating 
"And when I walked past him, I said, hey, Will, and he goes those two cops --
You know, I'm not quote him, but pretty close -- those two cops are pretty pissed. 
And I said, Will, they should be. And he goes why and I said it was degrading. 
And he said something to the fact-, he goes, well, I just-, you know, I call it the 
way I see it there. And you know, then, then I forgot about that, but that kind of 
played into this, too. It's not what I would've said." 

• Lt. Friestleben informed Inspector Kjos about the situation. 
• Inspector Kjos later showed Lt. Friestleben video from the front of the precinct 

that showed footage Officer Gregory. 
• Lt. McGinty and Officer Kurth organized and ran the BBQ. 
• Lt. Friestleben stated that he did not think that Officer Gregory worked at the 

BBQ. 
• Lt. Friestleben described that every roll call was confusing because of the 

different buybacks being worked with different agencies participating. Officers 
Moua and Vang were assigned to Squad 470 when perhaps they should have had 
a different call sign if they were working Inspector Kjos' buyback for business 
checks. He stated, "So, if you were a 470 car, you were expected to be very 
proactive, so I think that's where-, but it's irrelevant because at the end of the day 
it's really, really the- -supervisor's business or job. Yeah." 
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Statement of Officer William Gregory 

Officer William Gregory was called in to provide a statement to 
Internal Affairs regarding this investigation; 

This interview was taken under Garrity on 11/13/2014 in the Internal Affairs 
office in City Hall. Officer Gregory was accompanied by his Federation representative, 
Lt. Robert Kroll. Here is a summary of this interview. 

In response to questions b 
William Gregory stated: 

• On 08/15/2014, Squad 470 was assigned to 
which "was essentially a, uh, a extra shift offered as overtime for 

officers to be, uh, proactive and, uh, uh, the term-, I, I believe term was used hit 
the hot spots. To be proactive and respond to calls in the hot spots." 

• JET is a collaboration of Minneapolis officers, Metro Transit, Hennepin County, 
State Troopers, and Federal Agents. 

• Officer Gregory knew who was working Squad 470 on 08/15/2014. He identified 
Blake Moua and said the second name slips my mind right now. He then stated "I 
believe so" when asked if the second officer was Kou Vang. 

• Officer Gregory could not recall ever working with Officer Vang in the past. He 
also didn't recall working with Officer Blake Moua unless it was at a part-time 
job. 

• Officer Gregory admitted to sending the MDC message in question from a squad 
car other than his own. 

• Officer Gregory was working "Able" on 8/15/2014. 
• Officer Gregory denied waiting to send the MDC message until was 

signed on in order to have a larger audience. 
• Officer Gregory described the steps he took to send the MDC message in question 

stating, "Urn, I approached the squad car that was parked across the street from 
the Fourth Precinct. Um, if I remember correctly, it was Squad 468, but I don't 
wanna say for sure. That's my best guess. Um, started the car, I turned on the 
computer, uh, the log in screen allows you to pick a call sign, any number of call 
sign, it-... There's a thousand of them if I wanna guess. One of those call signs 
is Radio One just like there's a Tech One, there's a CSO One, so on and so forth. 
I chose the call sign Radio One for the purpose of being anonymous. I sent out 
the message. I logged off Radio One. I got back to my squad car and continued 
on throughout my day." 

• Officer Gregory stated that he picked Radio One at random to be anonymous, and 
it did not require any specific password. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

his investigator, Officer 
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• Officer Gregory stated that there was small talk amongst other officers at the 
precinct as to "who are those guys on 470?" since they weren't assigned to the 4th
Precinct yet it was their second day in a row working Squad 470. 

• Officer Gregory stated that the officers on 470 were "Essentially not being 
proactive. Not assisting on calls. As, uh, many times throughout a shift where 
you see multiple officers multiple times and it stuck in my mind that I hadn't seen 
them helping out." 

• Officer Gregory described proactive police work as "making sure that you're 
vigilant at all times, that you're creating your own investigations, that you're 
making legitimate, uh, stops in order to investigate reasonable suspicion, to seek 
out the crime that isn't being called into 911." 

• Officer Gregory described that he thought 470 was not being proactive because he 
was not seeing them assigned to various CCNs, was not hearing 470 on the radio, 
and was not hearing dispatch communicating information about activities 470 was 
involved in. 

• Officer Gregory stated that he did not know specifically what 470's assignment 
was, but the officers on 470 had attended the same roll call as he had and received 
the same general directions. 

• Officer Gregory acknowledged that he was aware of particular buyback cars, that 
are sometimes referred to as Inspector Kjos cars, that might be given special 
instructions to focus on business corridors and things like that; however, Officer 
Gregory answered "not at all" when asked if there was anything that led him to 
believe that Squad 470 was one of these particular buyback cars on the night in 
question. 

• When asked about the questions in the MDC message "does anyone even know 
WHO they are? do they have street time? or just pretending to be real cops? 
[sic]," Officer Gregory answered that he personally did not know who they were, 
so he was asking if they are street cops. 

• Officer Gregory described "street time" as "Officers in the 911 response roll. 
Somebody who dresses in a full uniform on a daily basis, uses a squad car, 
responds to calls, does proactive work, is out in the community either handling 
911 calls or being proactive. That's, that's a pretty good, uh, definition of what in 
this culture we would call street time." 

• Officer Gregory conceded that signing on to an MDC anonymously and asking 
these questions as opposed to asking them directly or asking them in any other 
way "was definitely not the best way." 

• Officer Gregory stated that the computer showed 470's GP S location, and this 
location did not lead him "to believe that they (470) were in the Fourth Precinct, 
that they were helping out, that they were trying to be proactive, that they were in 
the hot spots, so I, I asked if they were just pretending." 

• Officer Gregory stated that at one point, the GPS showed 470 outside of the 4th 

Precinct; "...I believe it was 8th and Marshall, which is on the other side of the 
river, assigned to the Second Precinct. There's a very, uh, well-known restaurant 
over there that's frequented by cops and it appeared to me in my opinion that they 
were at that location for an extended period of time. And, uh, there was another 
location that I, I noticed, uh, I don't know how long, but it is in the Fourth 
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Precinct, but it appeared to me to be at 42" and Dupont, which is the Special 
Operations Center and, uh, it's where our Police Academy is. It's just a-, it's, it's 
a building some cops go to use the computer or use the bathroom, whatever it 
might be, and again, it's just something that stuck in my mind. I saw it and I, I 
formed an opinion about it." 

• Officer Gregory identified the 8th and Marshall location frequented by cops as 
Elsie's. He could not recall how long Squad 470 was at this location other than to 
say, "It, it was enough time for me to notice it." 

• When asked how long Squad 470 was at 42" and Dupont, Officer Gregory stated 
that it was long enough for him to notice and take note. 

• When asked about the question in the MDC message asking "somebody find out 
if they have done any reports this year, or made any arrests, or issued any tags, 
maybe it will help us find 470!!! [sic]," Officer Gregory stated that this was a 
rhetorical question, and he wasn't being serious. He did not actually want 
anybody to pull up statistics on the officers on Squad 470, but he was concerned 
that these officers were on overtime and it "seemed to (him) that they weren't-, 
they weren't helping out. They weren't out there amongst, amongst the troops so 
to speak." 

• When asked what he would normally do in a case where he believed officers 
weren't pulling their load, Officer Gregory answered, "Well, I've never-, I've 
never-, I've never had it stick in my mind to the point where I felt the need to say 
something, so I can't say what I would normally do. I know what I'd do right 
now." When asked what he would do right now, he answered, "Right now, I 
would-, I would either approach them on my own face-to-face or I'd speak to a 
supervisor about what I believe the problem is." 

• When asked if, in his opinion, there was anyone else that wasn't pulling their 
weight that night, Officer Gregory answered, "Not that I took note of." 

• Officer Gregory was asked if anyone expressed a similar sentiment to him about 
470 was not pulling their share of the load. Officer Gregory stated that no one 
had mentioned this to him prior to him sending the MDC message, but after he 
sent the MDC message, "Other cops made mention that they had noticed what I 
had noticed, yes." 

• Officer Gregory stated that he did not bring this particular matter to the attention 
of anyone in his chain of command. When asked why, he stated that he just 
wanted to make a point. He "wanted them to know that somebody was aware. 
That somebody noticed that something was abnormal, but I didn't want the 
personal one-on-one confrontation, the drama. So, unfortunately, I did what I did. 
It was obviously the wrong route to take. Like I said, I wanted to make a point. I 
wanted the information to be out there for them to see, for their peers to see, for 
their coworkers to see, urn, without, without looking like the bad guy, I guess...I 
didn't-, I didn't want them to, to retaliate against me I; I, I guess. For, for coming 
to them and quote "calling them out to their face" and you know that could be 
misconstrued. Some people wouldn't like that, so, so I chose a different route 
and, and that route wasn't as appropriate as it could've been." He later stated, "I 
didn't want this to be a, a battle, a civil war amongst three cops. I just wanted the 
message out there without me being directly involved so to speak." 
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• When asked what he meant when he wrote the line in the MDC message that read 
in part "...before they disappear while the rest of us do policework! [sic]," Officer 
Gregory stated that he meant "Disappear from the responses. Disappear from the 
radio. Disappear from being out there, being heard on the radio, doing things, 
responding to things, assisting with things." 

• When asked what he meant by the phrase in the MDC message "check all the gas 
stations that they frequent, or, find them at a OTL spot. [sic]," Officer Gregory 
stated that it's not inappropriate to stop at gas stations or go OTL. He also said, 
"Like I said, I, I do remember thinking to myself at the time that they had been 
there for an extended period of time and I also remember thinking something 
about exactly what time it was. There's a normal time for squads of the-, of the, 
uh, 4 p.m. to 2 a.m., uh, shift to go eat. Not saying that there's a wrong time, a 
right time, or more appropriate time, whatever. Again, it's just something that 
stuck out in my head--was the length of time that they appeared to be at certain 
locations. Whether it-, whether it was right, wrong, indifferent, whatever, it was 
just my opinion that I noticed and, and that's it." 

• Officer Gregory was asked about the line in his MDC message that read in part, 
"BOLO for 470. check their portables"; he answered that it's a phrase that's been 
thrown around as in a joking manner if somebody's not answering their radio or if 
somebody's slacking. It means to check their portables to make sure that they are 
on, make sure they can hear dispatch, and make sure they know what's going on. 

• Officer Gregory was asked about the last portion of his MDC message that read 
"and challenge them to make an arrest. just one. for once. [sic]" He stated that it 
was in reference to the time period that these officers were assigned to Squad 470 
the day before and the day in question. 

• Officer Gregory stated that he was not aware of, nor did he see, an MDC message 
sent out by Lt. Friestleben asking who sent the message concerning 470. 

• Officer Gregory did acknowledge that he later had a conversation with Lt. 
Friestleben about the MDC message concerning 470. This conversation took 
place on the scene of a call at Broadway and Fremont or Emerson. Officer 
Gregory stated, "Um, he came up and asked me if I sent the message out. I said 
that I did." Officer Gregory later expanded on this conversation between him and 
Lt. Friestleben, stating, "He said did you really. And I said yes, I did. And he 
said don't do that anymore. I said OK, Lieutenant, I won't." 

• Officer Gregory stated that the reason he had signed onto CAD using the RADO1 
call sitn was because he didn't want the personal one-on-one confrontation. 

• 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
• Officer Gregory stated that he did not work a BBQ in north Minneapolis the 

following day. 
• Officer Gregory stated that he did work a car show with Blake Moua about a 

month or so later, but he did not have any conflict with Blake Moua. 
• When asked, "20/20 hindsight reading that message that you sent. Do you believe 

that it was disrespectful?," Officer Gregory answered, "Yes." 
• When asked, "If you could take it (MDC message) back, would you?," Officer 

Gregory answered, "In a heartbeat." 
• When asked if there was anything that would help us understand this incident 

better, Officer Gregory stated, "No, I, I tried to make you understand as good as I 
can. I know it doesn't make sense to anybody who wasn't in my shoes. I had an 
opinion and I was outspoken that night. And like I said, I called out two cops, 
two guys wearing a blue uniform. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
It's the fact that they are cops that 

matters to me and other than the stupidity of me sending out the message it was 
me sending out a message and that's the, the bottom line. I, I sent out information 
that I-, that I observed throughout the night. It was the wrong way of doing it, and 
obviously, I'll never do it again." 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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FURTHER CASE INVESTIGATION 

Further VisiNet Records 

Officer William Gregory had expressed that he felt Squad 470 (Officer Blake Moua and 
Officer Kou Vang) had not been doing their job the night he sent the MDC message. 
This investigator tracked Squad 470's movements as documented in VisiNet AVL data 
between the start of their shift at 1600 hours and their OTL at 2122 hours. 

13.37 - Security & Trade Secret 

Items of note: 
• Squad 470 started their shift at 1600 hours. 
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• Squad 470 signed onto MDC at 1650 hours. 
• Squad 470 left 4th Precinct station at 1720 hours. 
• Squad 470 assisted with EDP call from 1739 to 1753 hours. This was the only 

call logged for Squad 470 between the start of their shift and the time of the MDC 
message. 

• Squad 470 was stationary in the area of Lowry and Irving Ave N from 1824 to 
1904 hours. 

• Squad 470 was stationary in the area of Marshall Ave NE and 8th Ave NE from 
2038 to 2103 hours. 

• The MDC message in question was sent out at 2121 hours. 
• Squad 470 was granted OTL at 2122 hours at Emerson and 41st Ave N. 

Also contained within this case file are logs of Squad 470 and Squad 442 for 08/14/2014 
and 08/15/2014. It should be noted that Officer Brudenell was working with Officer 
Gregory in Squad 442 on 08/14/2014. 

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Allegation # 2: It is alleged that Officer Gregory was disrespectful, discourteous, and 
uncivil towards Officer Moua and Officer Yang in the language used in an MDC message 
directed at them. This message questioned their work ethic, who they are, where they 
are, and whether they were just pretending .to be real cops. If this allegation were found 
to be true, it would violate the following Minneapolis Police Department Policy and 
Procedure: 

5-105 PROFESSIONAL CODE OF CONDUCT (A-D) 

12. Employees shall treat all fellow employees with respect. They shall be courteous and civil at 
all times with one another. When on duty in the presence of other employees or the public, 
officers should be referred to by rank. 

Investigative Facts 

• In his Internal Affairs interview, Officer William Gregory admits to 
sending the below MDC message. The language in this message might be 
perceived as disrespectful, discourteous, or uncivil. 

has anyone seen 470??? 
rumor has it that this is their 2nd day of OT, making good money, but doing 

NOTHING. 
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has anyone seen them on a call helping out? or even taking a call? 

has anyone seen them doing anything proactive?? 
does anyone even know WHO they are? do they have street time? or just 

pretending to be real cops? 
somebody find out if they have done any reports this year, or made any arrests, or 

issued any tags, maybe it will help us find 470!!! 
or, just wait until the NEXT rollcall for OT, and find them their, before they 

dissapear while the rest of us do policeworld 
check all the gas stations that they frequent, or, find them at a OTL spot. 

BOLO for 470. check their portables and challenge them to make an arrest. just 

one. for once. 
• In his Internal Affairs interview, Officer Gregory was asked why he chose 

to send this MDC message instead of bringing it to the attention of 

someone in his chain of command. He answered, "I guess I just-, I, I 

wanted-, I wanted to make a point. I wanted-, I don't know how to phrase 

it. I wanted-, I wanted-, I wanted to make a point. I wanted them to know 

that somebody was aware. That somebody noticed that something was 

abnormal, but I didn't want the personal one-on-one confrontation, the 

drama. So, unfortunately, I did what I did. It was obviously the wrong 

route to take. Like I said, I wanted to make a point. I wanted the 

information to be out there for them to see, for their peers to see, for their 

coworkers to see, urn, without, without looking like the bad guy, I 

guess...I didn't-, I didn't want them to, to retaliate against me I, I, I guess. 

For, for coming to them and quote "calling them out to their face" and you 

know that could be misconstrued. Some people wouldn't like that, so, so I 

chose a different route and, and that route wasn't as appropriate as it 

could've been." He also stated, "I didn't want this to be a, a battle, a civil 

war amongst three cops. I just wanted the message out there without me 

being directly involved so to speak." 
• In his Internal Affairs interview, Officer Blake Moua stated, "So, that's 

why we're here. And I think it's, you know, if he's not a sincere person 

like that and if he's gonna try to create some kind of hostile environment 

for us to work in and targeted us, like I said, 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
it affected my work that evening, you know." 

• In his Internal Affairs interview, Officer Vang stated, "But I feel that, you 

know, my reputation was tarnished due to the message for sending to 

everybody saying that. You know, the way he saying that it-, or he-, or he 

or she, whoever send that message quite-, you know, apparently had no 

idea who we are or who I am to say, you know, check out who they are or 

how many report have been done. Some else who knows me or most 

officer that knows me would never asked that." 
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• In his Internal Affairs interview, Lt. Friestleben stated, "Urn, you know, I 

actually went home and I read-, I kept reading the message. I kept reading 

it and reading it and reading it. And then considering their concerns that it 

wouldn't be sincere and things like that, and as I read it it just got to be so 

degrading more and more. The more you read it the more it-, cause it 

doesn't stop...You know, if I wanna call you a load, I'll just call you a 

load and it's over, but just to keep going and going and going, you know. 

Finally, I just felt it was overboard. It was so degrading, so I don't what 

the word is, but it was very degrading." 

Allegation # 3: It is alleged that Officer Gregory used an MDC to distribute a message 

to P4, which is a group that includes all 4th Precinct squads and dispatchers, that was 

derogatory and inappropriate. If this allegation were found to be true, it would violate the 

following Minneapolis Police Department Policy and Procedure: 

7-112.01 AUDIT OF RADIO, MOBILE DATA TERMINAL OR MOBILE DATA 

COMPUTER (MDC) COMMUNICATION (A-C) 

ro.  T/MDC Messages are public information and are subject to public disclosure. Aq  

mmunicatiOn that may be considered "discriminatory, derogatory, biased, inapprivriate or use of 

prohibited words" shall not be  p_ermitted on the radio or MDT/MDC at any time] Inappropriate 

language or remarks shall be immediately reported to a supervisor, precinct/unit/division 

commander or Bureau Head. 

NOTE: As per the City of Minneapolis and Minneapolis Police Department policy, remarks in regard 

to race, color, creed, age, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, affectional preference, disability, 

marital status, familial status, status with regard to public assistance, Vietnam era veteran status are 

prohibited. 

The Minneapolis Emergency Communications Center (1VLECC) shall randomly retrieve MDT/MDC 

messages at least once a month for a 24-hour time period. The retrieved messages will be sorted by 

precinct/unit/division and forwarded to the respective commanders for review and action. 

Commanders or their desi ee shall  be responsible for reviewing messages for inappropriate content, 

i.e. lan nage or remarks. Ernployees who are found to:have transmitted inappropriate messa s shall 

e subject to disciplinary action consistent with the MPD Complaint Process Manual, Any 

inappropriate communications identified shall be documented and maintained on a Message Review 

Action form (MP-8878). All Message Action Review forms shall be maintained in a precinct file for 

annual review by the Quality Assurance Unit. 
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MECC is responsible for retrieving event driven reports when requested by an investigator or MPD 

supervisor. 

Investigative Facts 

• In his Internal Affairs interview, Officer William Greory admitted to 

going into a squad car parked across the street from the 4th Precinct Station 

and signing onto an MDC anonymously for the purpose of writing and 

sending the MDC message in question. He also stated, "I wanted the 

information to be out there for them to see (Squad 470 — Officers Moua 

and Vang), for their peers to see, for their coworkers to see..." 

• Video from the 4th Precinct Station shows Officer William Gregory 

driving into the parking lot located across Plymouth Ave from the station 

and getting into a parked squad at that location. Moments after the MDC 

message in question is sent, Officer Gregory can be seen exiting this 

parked squad and driving out of the parking lot in his squad car. 

I confirm that the information I provided in this case is true to the best of my knowledge. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Sgt. Jason Walters 
Internal Affairs Unit 
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IN RE: 
THE MATTER OF 

THE CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS 
(Minneapolis Police Department) 

and Settlement Agreement 
(Grievance # 16-2) 

POLICE OFFICERS' FEDERATION 
OF MINNEAPOLIS 
(William Gregory, Grievant) 

This Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into by and between the 
City of Minneapolis ("City"), the Police Officers' Federation of Minneapolis 
("Federation") and Sergeant William Gregory, Badge No. 2450 ("Grievant"). 

RECITALS 

A. The City and the Federation are parties to a collective bargaining 

agreement ("Labor Agreement") that governs the relationship between them. 

B. The Grievant is employed by the City in its Police Department ("MPD"). 

C. The Federation is the Grievant's sole and exclusive certified bargaining 

representative. 

D. The MPD suspended Grievant William Gregory without payl 13.43 
for Category C violations of the MPD's Policy and Procedure Manual under Section 5,r 
105(12), Professional Code of Conduct and Harassment and Section 7-112-01, Audit of 

Radio, Mobil Data Terminal, or Mobil Data Computer (MDC) Communication. 

E. The Federation grieved the suspension, Grievance # 16-2, citing a 

violation of "Section 4.1." 

F. Article 5, Section 5.4 of the Labor Agreement states: 'The Chief of Police 

shall have the full authority of the City Council to resolve the grievance," 
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G, The Federation and the City wish to resolve this matter amicably and 

without resort to arbitration. 

NOW THEREFORE, the City and the Federation agree as follows: 

AGREEMENT 

1. The Federation withdraws Grievance ff/1 6-2,, ,with prejudice. 

2. The City shall impose and the Federation, on behalf of the Grievant, shall 

accept an 10 hour suspension for Category C violations of the MPD's Policy and 

Procedure Manual under Section 5-105(12), Professional Code of Conduct and 

Harassment and Section 7-112-01, Audit of Radio, Mobil Data Terminal, or Mobil Data 

Computer (MDC) Communication. 

The City shall reimburse the Grievant for 10 hours of pay at the rate of pay 

in effect at the time the suspension was served. Payment shall be tendered within 30 clays 

of the date of this Agreement. 

4, The Federation, as an entity and on behalf of its members 

individually, agrees that the Federation, its bargaining unit members and the grievant are 

bound by this Agreement as if they had entered into this Agreement individually. 

5. The City and the Federation agree that this Agreement is without prejudice 

or precedent to any future matter involving any City employee, other than the Grievant; 

That the circumstances of this case and the discussions leading toward this Agreement 

will not be referred to, directly or indirectly, in any future arbitration, hearing, trial, 

appeal or other proceeding involving any City employee, other than the Grievant; and, 

That this Agreement shall be of no value as evidence, and shall not be submitted or 
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received as evidence, in any arbitration, hearing, trial, appeal or other proceeding 

involving any City employee, other than the Grievant. 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO: 

FOR THE FEDF,RATI N: 

ob Kroll 
President, Police Federation 

Date: 
R THE CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS 

nee Harteau 
Chief of Police 
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